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A format for introducing new phonics concepts 
Instructional routines and practice activities for teaching students to decode and encode words
Choosing words for practice
Using data to plan for meaningful practice opportunities

Recommendation 2: Develop awareness of the segments of sounds in speech and how they link
to letters
Recommendation 3: Teach students to decode words, analyze word parts and write and
recognize words
Recommendation 4: Ensure that each student reads connected text every day to support
reading accuracy, fluency, and comprehension  

The How of Introducing Phonics Patterns
Phonics instruction involves teaching students the relationships between letters and sounds.
Students use knowledge of letter-sound relationships to sound out (decode) written words
accurately. This module provides information about how to introduce new phoneme-grapheme
correspondences and use practice activities to reinforce new learning (est. completion time: 3
hours).

Prerequisites
Completion of The Why of Teaching Phonics & Word Recognition (Part 1) and The What of
Teaching Phonics & Word Recognition (Part 2) comprehensive learning modules. Taking courses in
the recommended order helps you build a strong foundation in important concepts and practices
related to teaching phonics and word recognition.

Module Description
This module is the third part of a five-part series on Teaching Phonics and Word Reading
Instruction. Part 1 describes the research and effectiveness of phonics instruction, key terms used
within phonics, and how sight words fit into phonics. Part 2 focuses on the instructional routines
and practices that exemplify explicit and systematic phonics instruction. In this module (Part 3), you
will learn how to introduce phoneme-grapheme correspondences and implement activities that
allow students to practice target phonics patterns.

The following topics are discussed in the text, linked resources, embedded audio, and video:

Although this module will likely be most helpful for K-3 educators, educators in all grades and
content areas may find this module to be beneficial.

This module aligns with the following recommendations in the Institute of Education Sciences (IES)
Practice Guide – Foundational Skills to Support Reading for Understanding in Kindergarten Through
3rd Grade:

Module Description
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The How of Introducing Phonics Patterns (Part 3) 

https://allohioliteracy.org/course/the-why-of-phonics/
https://allohioliteracy.org/course/teaching-phonics-and-word-recognition-the-what/
https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/Docs/PracticeGuide/wwc_foundationalreading_040717.pdf
https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/Docs/PracticeGuide/wwc_foundationalreading_040717.pdf


After completing this module, we hope that you will be able to introduce new phonics patterns
using an “I do, We do, You do” method and create frequent practice opportunities for students to
apply what they are learning about letters and sounds to the reading and spelling of words. 

Navigation and Learning Objectives

Desired Outcome

The How of Introducing Phonics Patterns

The content of this module is designed to assist all educators and other interested
stakeholders in helping young learners acquire the phonics knowledge and decodings skills
needed to become skilled readers. 

Identify ways to explicitly introduce phoneme-grapheme correspondences.

Learning Objectives

Identify good options for word practice routines (e.g., word lists, word building, word
chaining, word sorts).

Contrast effective word practice activities with alternative practice approaches that are
less effective at helping students recognize and recall words.

Identify characteristics of an effective phonemic awareness warm-up lesson.
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Before we learn more about the How of Phonics, take a moment to think about the key takeaways
from The Why of Teaching Phonics & Word Recognition (Part 1) module and The What of Teaching
Phonics & Word Recognition (Part 2) module. 

Introduction

1. Phonemes are the smallest speech sounds. Graphemes are the
letter(s) that represent the phoneme. Phonics instruction teaches
the relationship between phonemes & graphemes.

2. Explicit, systematic phonics instruction is the fastest, most
effective way to help students become proficient at reading words.

3. Phonics instruction is for all kids; our brains all learn to read the
same way.

Explicit and Systematic Phonics Instruction

Explicit and systematic instruction is the fastest and most effective way to help students
become proficient at reading words. But how does explicit and systematic instruction look
in the classroom? What resources are needed? This module delves into the HOW of
implementing best practices in phonics instruction

1. Phonics concepts need to be explicitly taught in a logical
sequence, using step-by-step routines.

2. Phonics lessons that ensure that all students become proficient
decoders explicitly address these components: phonemic
awareness; phonics patterns; writing & spelling; high-frequency
words; reading quality connected texts; and, cumulative review.

3. Many of the most popular reading programs do not adequately
teach phonics skills. It is important to examine your curriculum to
see how it aligns with the science of reading.
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The How of Phonics modules take a deep dive into how to implement various evidence-based
activities within each of the key components of an explicit phonics lesson sequence. In this module,
we’ll focus on activities to teach Phonemic Awareness, Phonics Patterns, and Spelling. Subsequent
How of Phonics modules focus on Teaching High-Frequency Words and Spelling, and Reading
Connected Texts and Writing. Throughout all of the How of Phonics modules, we’ll also be
embedding ideas on quick reviews.  
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Words
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Review

Explicit Phonics
Lesson Sequence

Spelling

Connecting to your Experiences

The following describes a 1st-grade teacher who is preparing for a reading lesson. As you read
through the slides, consider how her planning and instruction compare to what you do with your
students or what you have seen in other classrooms. 

Ms. Smith

Ms. Smith is preparing for the following day’s reading
lessons. She looks at her scope and sequence and sees that
her target skill is Long e, with the sound-spellings of ee and
ea.

Read the following pages to discover how she plans and
teaches part of her phonics lesson.

Ms. Smith, 1st Grade Teacher
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Ms. Smith thinks about the key components of an explicit and systematic phonics lesson. She
knows she’ll need to ensure that her activities in phonemic awareness, phonics, writing &
spelling, and reading connected text all incorporate the Long e with the ee and ea sound-
spellings. She thinks about the student data and what skills are needed for review.
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Phonics
Pattern

Writing &
Spelling

High-
frequency

Words

Reading
Connected

Texts

Review

Explicit Phonics
Lesson Sequence

3-Minute Review of “Heart-Words”

Ms. Smith determines that she’ll review
“heart-words” with her students to begin
the lesson. She uses the Heart Word slide
deck from the UFLI Virtual Teaching
Resource Hub. The students chorally read
each word as she quickly goes through all
the “Heart Words” she has taught her
students.
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Introducing the Phonics Pattern

Ms. Smith introduces the phonics pattern,
speaking while writing the letters on the board:
“We’re going to learn about some spellings for
the long e sound today. The long e can be spelled
ee and ea.”

Then, she write “see” on the board and underlines
the ee. “What is the first letter of see? Yes, the
first letter of see is s. What sounds does the s
make? Yes, /s/. Then we have two e’s. And what
sound do the two e’s make? Yes, /e/. So we have
/s/…./e/….See!”

Phonemic Awareness: Oral Blending

Ms. Smith decides to focus on oral
blending for the phonemic awareness
portion of her lesson. She uses a puppet to
say the sounds of words in a segmented
fashion. The students chorally respond by
blending the sounds together to make a
word. Because the focus is the Long e, she
does this activity with the following words:
eat, teacher, mean, seed, free, speak,
cream, green.

/s/     /p/     /ē/    /k/
 
 

/ē/  ee  ea  

see  neat  
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fed        feed        ten        teen  
met       meat       bed       bead

team     beef        leash     teeth  
green    speech    please   beach  

Phonics Pattern: Blending Lines

After explicitly introducing the sound-
spellings, Ms. Smith pulls up some
blending lines. She first models blending
fed and feed, and points out the difference
in the short e and long e sounds. Then, she
has her students chorally blend the
remaining words while providing
corrective feedback if needed.

Reflection

If you are an educator who works with students on phonics skills, how is your instruction
similar or different to what you read in the above scenario with Ms. Smith?
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Explicit phonemic awareness instruction is one part of the explicit phonics lesson sequence. But
you’ll notice that a line connects all the aspects of an explicit phonics lesson sequence. Although
these don’t have to be in a certain order, all parts are connected. For example, if the phonics pattern
to be taught based on the scope and sequence is the long e sound with the spellings ee and ea, it is
helpful for the phonemic awareness warmup activities to bring in words with the long e sound. 

Watch this youtube video summarizing this critical first step of an explicit phonics lesson sequence.
https://youtu.be/LuDHMgP_-S4

Phonemic Awareness Connected to Phonics

Phonemic Awareness

Phonemic awareness is the ability to hear, identify and manipulate individual phonemes in
spoken words. Countless studies have demonstrated the critical importance of a child’s
ability to identify, remember, separate, combine, and manipulate phonemes in relationship
to being a proficient reader (Moats, 2020). 
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Phonemic awareness is just one part of a
comprehensive reading program.

Teaching phonemic awareness is critical
during early grades, but it should only be

2-10 minutes of your daily instruction.
Once students have mastered phonemic

awareness, focus on other aspects of
reading and writing.

Aligning Instruction to Research: Phonemic Awareness

There are many types of phonemic
awareness skills. The evidence shows
that if you focus on just a few types of
skills at a time, you get better results.

Teaching students to blend and
segment phonemes benefits reading

the most.

Using mirrors during phonemic
awareness activities helps students
correctly form their lips and mouths

when pronouncing phonemes. Using
markers for phonemes helps make

sounds less abstract and more concrete.

Phonemic awareness instruction
needs to be explicit. Teachers model

the skill, do the skill with the students,
and provide corrective feedback when

students are doing to the skill
independently.

Phonemic Awareness is a Means to an End
Phonemic awareness is a building block for phonics; it helps students understand that letters and

letter patterns represent sounds of our spoken language. Although phonemic awareness is an
auditory skill, teachers can increase the effectiveness of phonemic awareness instruction by adding
letters to represent the sounds once students are ready. By using letters in instruction, teachers help

students make the connection between phonemic awareness and its application to reading and
spelling (National Reading Panel, 2000).  The following five pages describe what explicit phonemic

instruction looks like.  
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Phoneme Blending

I Do
We are going to put sounds together to make a whole word.

Listen. /ch/ … /ē/ … /z/

I’ll blend these sounds together into a word: Cheese

We Do
Let’s do it together!

Listen. /ch/ … /ē/ … /z/. What is the word?

Cheese!

Yes! When you blend the sounds quickly in /ch/…/ē/…/z/ the word is
cheese.

You Do
Your turn! /ch/ … /ē/ … /z/

What is the word? Cheese.

Yes! Cheese! Let’s do some more. I will say the sounds, and you blend
them together to make the word. The teacher provides corrective
feedback as needed and continues with the following words:

/s/…/ē/   see
/f/…/ē/…/t/   feet 
/n/…/ē/…/d/   need
/s/…/p/…./ē/…/k/   speak
/r/…/ē/…/ch/   reach
/f/…/ē/…/s/…./t/    feast
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Phoneme Segmentation

I Do
Listen and watch. Team.

We Do
Let’s do it together! Say team.

Team

Now say team slowly and put up one finger for each sound.

You Do
Your turn to do some more. I’ll say a word and you repeat it. Next, you
put one finger up for each sound in the word. Then, count the number
of sounds. Ready? 

The routine follows with the words: 

bee, three, steal, leaf, beach, clear, fleece, east, dreams

The teacher provides corrective feedback as needed. 

/t/    /ē/    /m/ 

1, 2, 3. There are three sounds in the word team.

/t/    /ē/    /m/ 

How many fingers are up?  Three.

Now say team slowly and put up one finger for each sound.

How many sounds are in Team?  Three.

Yes! Team has three sounds.
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Adding Phonemes

I Do
Today, we are going to practice phoneme addition. I will say a word.
I’m going to tell you what sound to add to the word, and then you tell
me the new word. I’ll start. 

If I say the word “See” and then I say “Add the /t/ to the end of the
word see,” the new word would be seat. 

We Do
Let’s do it together! I’ll say a word and you repeat it. Next, I’ll tell you
what sound to add to the word. Then, tell me the new word. Ready?

Say peach:  peach 
Add /s/ to the beginning. Word?  speech

Yes! If I had /s/ to the beginning of the word peach, I have the word
speech. 

You Do
Your turn! I’ll say a word and you repeat it. Next, I’ll tell you what
sound to add to the word. Then, tell me the new word. Ready?

Say eat:  eat  Add /f/ to the beginning. Word?  feet
Say cough:  cough  Add /ē/ to the end. Word?  coffee
Say bee:  bee  Add /ch/ to the end. Word?  beach
Say knee:  knee  Add /d/ to the end. Word?   need
Say east:  east  Add /f/ to the beginning. Word?  feast
Say teach:  teach  Add /er/ to the end. Word?  teacher

The teacher provides corrective feedback as needed. The use of
sound-spelling cards can also be used to help students visualize this
task. 
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 Deleting Phonemes

I Do
Today, we are going to practice phoneme deletion. I will say a word.
I’m going to tell you what sound to delete from the word, and then you
tell me the new word. I’ll start. 

The word seek has three sounds: /s/…/ē/…/k/. If I say, “Delete the /k/
from the end of seek,” the new word would be see. 

We Do
Let’s do it together! I’ll say a word and you repeat it. Next, I’ll tell you
what sound to delete from the word. Then, tell me the new word.
Ready?

Say beat:  beat 
Delete /b/ from the beginning. Word?  eat

Yes! The word beat has three sounds: /b/…/ē/…/t/. If we delete the /b/
sound from the beginning of the word we have eat.

You Do
Your turn! I’ll say a word and you repeat it. Next, I’ll tell you what
sound to delete from the word. Then, tell me the new word. Ready?

Say peel: peel Delete /p/ from the beginning. Word?  eel
Say speech: speech Delete /s/ from the beginning. Word?  peach
Say week: week Delete /k/ from the end. Word?  we
Say teach: teach Delete /ch/ from the end. Word?   tea
Say feast: feast Delete /f/ from the beginning. Word?  east
Say seem: seam Delete /m/ from the end. Word?  see

The teacher provides corrective feedback as needed. The use of
sound-spelling cards can also be used to help students visualize this
task. 
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Substituting Phonemes

I Do
Today, we are going to practice phoneme substitution. I will say a
word. I’ll tell you what sound to substitute, or change, in the word, and
then you tell me the new word. I’ll start. 

If I say the word week and then I say “Change the /k/ in week to /d/,”
the new word would be weed.

We Do
Let’s do it together! I’ll say a word and you repeat it. Next, I’ll tell you
what sound to substitute, or change, in the word. Then, tell me the
new word. Ready?

Say seed:  seed
Change /s/ to /f/. Word? feed

Yes! If I change the /s/ in the word seed to /f/, I have the word feed. 

You Do
Your turn! I’ll say a word and you repeat it. Next, I’ll tell you what
sound to substitute, or change, in the word. Then, tell me the new
word. Ready?

Say reach: reach Change /r/ to /t/. Word?  teach
Say need: need Change /n/ to /r/. Word?  reed
Say seal: seal Change /l/ to /m/. Word?   seam
Say tease: tease Change /t/ to /ch/. Word?  cheese
Say three: three Change /th/ to /f/. Word?  free
Say bead: bead Change /ē/ to /e/. Word?  bed

The teacher provides corrective feedback as needed. The use of
sound-spelling cards can also be used to help students visualize this
task. 
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Reflection

If you are a kindergarten or first-grade teacher, how are the instructional routines described
above similar to or different from how you currently teach phonemic awareness skills?  
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Classroom Resources

Visit the Virtual Teaching Resource Hub through the UF Literacy Institute for fun lessons that
include everything you need to help promote the development of your students' phonemic
awareness skills. https://education.ufl.edu/ufli/virtual-teaching/main/instructional-
activities/phonemic-awareness/

These free phonemic awareness tasks from SPELDA are structured using the same sequence of
sounds taught in Jolly Phonics and can be used as a part of a class activity, small group work or
intensive remedial program. https://www.speldsa.org.au/Phonemic-Awareness-Tasks

Equipped for Reading Success, by David Kilpatrick, provides "How To Do It" guidance on
working with students on phonological awareness tasks.
https://www.equippedforreadingsuccess.com/

Consider how you can involve families in phonemic awareness instruction. Just by
completing a simple google search, you can find hundreds of tip sheets for parents
interested in teaching their children about sounds in words! Check out this tip
sheet from Reading Rockets for some phonemic awareness tips.
https://www.readingrockets.org/pdfs/edextras/54607-en.pdf

This article from www.understood.org describes nine ways caregivers can build
phonemic awareness in pre-K and kindergarten.
https://www.understood.org/en/articles/9-ways-to-build-phonological-
awareness-in-pre-k-and-kindergarten?fbclid=IwAR3X-
OmfVOFe1t9yxn8RfN6JgTyXdN9hCKzYgn4rL14kbDK0Bnw-IEjwQ7o

Strategies and Tips 
for Engaging Families
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Using Elkonin Sound Boxes

What is this activity?
Segmenting and blending phonemes are two of
the most important phonemic awareness skills.
Using Elkonin boxes with students can help
build these critical phonemic awareness skills.
During this activity, a student listens to a word
and then moves a counter into a box for each
phoneme they hear. Then, the student blends
the phonemes they just segmented to say the
word.

This activity helps students identify the
individual phonemes in each word and begin to
understand the structure of English phoneme-
grapheme correspondences. Note that even
though the word sheep has six letters, it only
has three phonemes. In a variation of this
activity, letters can be used instead of chips.
Students can write the corresponding
graphemes for each phoneme they hear.

If you need a refresher on phonemes and
graphemes, visit the What is Phonics? lesson
page within The Why of Phonics (Part 1)
module. 

Elkonin Sound Boxes

This lesson addresses how-to steps for using Elkonin boxes with students. Using Elkonin
sound boxes with students in kindergarten helps build their phonemic awareness skills by
challenging students to segment words into their individual sounds. 

Sheep. Place one chip into a box for

each sound you hear in the word sheep.

/sh/ /ē/ /p/ sheep
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/f/   

fish 

/i/  /sh/ 

/f/ /i/ /sh/

fish

Model: Say & Segment the Word
Say a word from the word list. Orally segment the word
into individual phonemes, putting up one finger for each
phoneme in the word.

Elkonin Sound Boxes

What You Need

Steps to Implementation

Prepare Words and Materials
Prepare a list of words that contain the skills you are
targeting. Have the sound box handouts ready for yourself
and your students.

Model: Place Counters in Box
Segment the word again, this time placing a counter into
each box as you are saying each phoneme (one counter
represents one phoneme).

Model: Blend the Word
Blend the word back together by sliding your finger under
the boxes.

Model: Blend the Word
Work with students to (1) orally segment a word, putting up one finger for
each phoneme, (2) segment the word again, placing one counter in a box for
each phoneme, and (3) blend the word back together while sliding their finger
under the boxes.

Word List: a list of words that contain the phonemes or skills you are targeting 

Counters: colored circles, bingo chips, pennies, or other counters that fit in the sound boxes

Sound Box Handout: handout with Elkonin sound boxes

Laminated Handouts: optional - laminate the sound box handouts to reuse them with
students
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Elkonin Sound Boxes

Variations and Extended Activities

Video Demonstration

Start by practicing with additional words with two or three phonemes. As students become
more proficient with segmenting, add words with four and five phonemes. 

Instead of using chips or markers, students can also use grapheme tiles or write the graphemes
to the corresponding phonemes. 

Integrating Educational Technology
Got a large touch screen? Setting up Elkonin sound box activities in a digital space like Jamboard
will allow you to implement the activity on a large screen or online. Watch this video to understand
how Jamboard can be used for word-building activities. 

Teaching online? No problem! Watch this Elkonin sound box lesson tutorial. The National Center on
Intensive Intervention also has a tip sheet and a PowerPoint template where students can click and
drag a “token” on the screen.

Links to Resources
Reading Rocket Word List
www.readingrockets.org/sites/default/files/Phonics-Sound-Elkonin-Boxes.pdf

Elkonin Sound Boxes with Pictures 
https://schools.edu.ky/Literacy%20Resources/segmenting%20-%20lesson%20resources.pdf

Elkonin Sound Boxes without Pictures
https://allohioliteracy.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Elkonin-Boxes.pdf

UFLI Virtual Teaching Resource Hub Elkonin Boxes Sample Lesson
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=klQSy4IZzUg

National Center on Intensive Intervention: Building Phonological Awareness with Elkonin Boxes
https://intensiveintervention.org/resource/virtual-lesson-example-building-phonological-
awareness-elkonin-boxes

Institute of Education Sciences: Phonemes Linked to Letters 
https://youtu.be/6wjU03hjOvs
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Explicit and systematic phonics instruction is the fastest and most effective way to help children
become proficient at word recognition (Dehaene, 2011). After explicit instruction in phonemic
awareness, the next step is to explicitly teach the phoneme-grapheme correspondence based on
your curriculum’s scope and sequence. But what does explicitly teaching phoneme-grapheme
correspondences look like? 

The following page has a table with a description of an explicit instruction component followed by
what the component looks like in teaching a phoneme-grapheme correspondence often covered in
first grade.

Introducing Phoneme-Grapheme Correspondences

Phoneme-Grapheme Correspondence

Phonics instruction helps students learn the connection between graphemes and
phonemes. The more phonics skills a student learns, the better they are able to sound out
words (decode) and spell or write words (encode). The more exposures a student has to
decode and encode words, the stronger their word recognition becomes.

Phonemic
Awareness

Phonics
Pattern

Writing & 

High-
frequency

Words

Reading
Connected

Texts

Review

Explicit Phonics
Lesson Sequence

Spelling
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 It Down
Break 

Clear 

Models e1 2e2
1

Break down complex skills into small steps,
starting with the easiest skills before moving
to more complex ones. This helps to prevent
cognitive overloading while accounting for
processing demands and students’ working
memory (Archer & Hughes, 2011).

I want my students to be able to decode words with
long vowel sounds. What long vowel sound-spellings
do they already know? Are there common sound-
spellings for long vowels that I haven’t yet covered? 

Use clear and concise language to describe
the skill. Explain what is to be learned and
why it is important. 

“We’ve already learned that the long e can be spelled
e_e and ee. Today, we are going to learn another way to
spell the long e sound. The long e can also be spelled
ea.” 

When introducing a new skill, model the skill
and show students how to correctly perform
it (“I do it”). Think aloud as you are
performing the skill.

The teacher writes ee. As he’s writing the letter, he
makes sure to speak aloud about how he is forming the
letters. “When there are two e’s together, they make
the /ē/ sound. What sound do two e’s together make?”
The teacher answers with the students, "/ē/." The
teacher repeats this routine for the ea phonics pattern.

Explicit Instruction
 Component

Example
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Explicit Instruction
 Component

Example

/ē/  
ee  ea  

seed  neat  

The teacher writes the words seed and neat on the
board. While pointing to the letters in the word seed,
the teacher says the following: “The letter s makes the
/s/ sound. Two e’s together make the /ē/ sound. And the
letter d makes the /d/ sound. So I have /s/…… /ē/…… /d/.
Seed!” The teacher repeats this process for the word
neat with the ea pattern.

Examples

Provide clear examples of the skill (“I do it”). 

Feedback

Scaffold tasks and guide students as they
work with the material you have taught
them (“We do it”). Provide affirmative and
corrective feedback, and gauge student
readiness to move to the next task. 

The teacher has the students get out their blending
lines. He first models blending the first two words in
line one. “/f/…/e/…/d/ Fed. /f/…/ē/…/d/ Feed. Fed has just
one e so I made the short e sound of /e/. Feed has two
e’s so I made the long e sound of /ē/. Okay! Let’s do it
all together now! Fingers on line 1!” As the children
chorally blend the words, the teacher makes sure to
provide feedback and gauges student readiness to
move on.

fed        feed        ten        teen  

met       meat       bed       bead

team     beef        leash     teeth  

green    speech    please   beach  

Can we feed the seal? 

I love to drink sweet tea on the beach. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Long e 

ee     ea
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Engaging

Practice

Explicit Instruction
 Component

Example

Rather than having just one student go up to the board
to answer, the teacher makes sure that all students can
respond as much as possible. Students are familiar with
the phonics routine, know where to get their blending
lines, and get excited to learn when the teacher is
enthusiastic and animated while delivering the lesson.

Work to ensure a high level of interaction
and response from students. Reduce
transitions with routines and signals to
increase engagement time (“We do it”). 

The teacher provides multiple opportunities
for students to practice reading and writing
words that feature the letter-sound
correspondences that have been taught,
with the goal of mastery. Students practice
the new phonics skills to automaticity (“You
do it”). 

The teacher uses word sorts, an explicit phonics
strategy for focused guided practice. The teacher
chooses ten words that include the long e pattern and
models the sorting task (“I do”). Students are then
invited to complete the activity with the teacher (“We
do”) before sorting the remaining words with a partner
(“You do”).
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Explicit & Systematic Lesson Plans for Introducing Phoneme-
Grapheme Correspondences
Core Knowledge Language Arts (CKLA) is one curriculum that meets all features of explicit and
systematic phonics instruction. Unlike many other curriculums, CKLA allows anyone to download
their curriculum for free. If you are interested in reviewing how CKLA introduces phoneme-
grapheme correspondences, check out any of the “Skills Units” on the Download Curriculum
webpage. You will notice that each unit has a teacher guide, student workbook, student reader with
fully decodable passages, and an assessment and remediation guide. 

The youtube video, https://youtu.be/K4XEDJIugxM, displays another example of explicit letter-
sound instruction. As you watch the video, pay close attention to how the teacher provides
instruction and feedback to support students’ ability to learn letter–sound relationships.

Reflection

How is the instructional routine in the youtube video https://youtu.be/K4XEDJIugxM
similar to or different from your current method of introducing phoneme-grapheme
correspondences? 
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Share with caregivers about the specific phonics skills you are teaching each week.
Use weekly newsletters, conferences, and phone calls to tell what phonics skills
students are learning and how families can support their children in learning the
patterns introduced during your lessons.

An example of Parent Weekly Newsletters featuring focus phonics skills can be
found here: https://www.boothstownmethodistschool.co.uk/phonics-newsletters/

Strategies and Tips 
for Engaging Families

Learning new reading skills requires lots of practice. In the beginning
stages of reading, students may need numerous opportunities to apply
what they are learning about phoneme-grapheme correspondences to
decode and encode novel words before the words are committed to
memory.

Students cannot store letter-sound sequences in long-term memory
for efficient recall without paying sufficient attention to the internal
details of the words. For this reason, it is critical to follow up
instruction in phonics with productive practice activities designed to
focus students' attention on the phonology and spelling patterns
within words, including the phonics patterns you just taught!

Practice activities that discourage students from attending to and
analyzing the sequence of letters in words could interfere with
students' later recall of words, which would undermine the goals of
your phonics instruction. As stated by linguist Lyn Stone, "No analysis
leads to no memory" (Stone, 2021, p. 5). 
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The remainder of this module will focus on various guided practice
techniques to reinforce phonics learning, helping students build effortless
decoding and spelling skills! 

Building words with letter tiles and sound (Elkonin) boxes
Repeated practice blending and segmenting words during reading
and spelling activities
Sorting words by common spelling patterns

Here are some examples of practice techniques that encourage students
to attend to and analyze the sequence of letters in words (we will review
these and more practice techniques in the following lessons):

Memorizing whole words on flashcards or worksheets
Looking at pictures or the visual shape of words to identify them

Here are some examples of practice techniques that could draw
students' attention away from a word's internal structure, resulting in
poor recall of the word:

We want to avoid using these and other practice activities that could
lead to incomplete recall or no memory of the phonics patterns and
words you introduced through your explicit phonics lesson.
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Reading Words in Lists

What is this activity?
In this activity, students practice reading lists of words
containing the phoneme-grapheme correspondences
that have been taught. Reading lists of words is not a
skill and drill or whole-word memorization activity.
When presented with lists of words, students should
be prepared to look at the sequence of letters with
each word, translate them into the phonemes they
represent, and then blend the words to pronounce
each whole word. Through repeated practice with
decoding words in this manner, students bond letter
and sound sequences in memory, allowing them to
recognize words more instantly (Ehri, 2014).

Students can read word lists independently, chorally,
or with a partner. We will break it down further for
you below.

Reading Decodable Words in Isolation

This lesson addresses how-to steps for teaching students to read decodable words in
isolation. Reading words out of context reinforces the good habit of using decoding skills
and helps students become strong readers.

What You Need
Word List: At list of 15-30 words containing the phoneme-grapheme correspondences
previously taught. Avoid using lists with multiple spellings.

Copies of Word Lists: Copies of word lists for each student

Word List Resources: Optional - Use the Phinder tool to generate words for practice or
visit the UF Literacy Institute or Spencer Learning for word list collections organized by
sound-spelling pattern.
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boil
join
coin
oink
seal

WORD LIST

 toy
 boy
 foil
 soil
 oil

point
joy
loin
foil
spoil

broil
joint
moist
void
sail

boil
join
coin
oink
seal

WORD LIST

 toy
 boy
 foil
 soil
 oil

point
joy
loin
foil
spoil

broil
joint
moist
void
sail

Prepare Lines of Words
Using the pre-selected words, prepare lines of words that
progress from easy to challenging. Distribute copies to
students.

Reading Words in List

Steps to Implementation

Select Words for Practice
Identify 15-30 words that contain the target phonics
patterns previously introduced. Include some review
words to check the retention of learned words.

Model the Procedure
Point to and model blending the first couple of words on
the word list prepared. Use the same blending routines
described in the previous module: The What of Teaching
Phonics & Word Recognition.

Students Read the Words
Have students blend the remaining words chorally,
individually, or with a partner.

Provide Feedback
Provide immediate corrective feedback for any errors or
confusion. Do not let students practice errors.

Invoke Meaning
Focus on the words' meaning during practice. For
example, the teacher might ask: "Which word means....?"
or "Who can find a word that has something to do
with....?"

LESSON 24 WORDS
Diphthong /oi/

toy, boy, foil, soil, oil,
point, joy, loin, foil,
spoil, boil, join, coin,
broil, joint, moist, void
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Reading Words in Lists

Variations

Video Demonstration

Circle, underline or highlight the target phoneme-grapheme correspondence in each word
before having students read the words.
Identify a number of words from the word list whose meanings can be explained or
demonstrated in a concrete way. For example, show the color green, or an image of teeth,
someone going to sleep, or meat. Invoking meaning during phonics activities, whenever
possible, can facilitate students’ recall of the practice words.

Integrating Educational Technology
Setting up word reading activities in a digital space like Jamboard will allow you to implement the
word practice routine on a large screen.

Teaching online? No problem! You can implement this activity on Jamboard using synchronous
learning sessions.

Sample Word List Jamboard Frame: https://jamboard.google.com/d/1j2Emk6xokHzQwmoUG_ioB-
n500HYs3citylTnzvCFyI/copy

Institute of Education Sciences: Decodable Words in Isolation
https://youtu.be/qJuj-UqKhJw

Reflection

How are the activities the teacher used in the video similar to or different from the way
you currently have students read decodable words in isolation? 
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Word Sorts

What is this activity?
In this activity, students categorize or group words based on common
sound and phonic patterns. Word sorts can be arranged in a manner
that is consistent with your phonics scope and sequence. Use words
from word lists presented in your phonics program or other word
collection resources from the UF Literacy Institute or Spencer Learning.
There are different ways to have students go about sorting the words
chosen for practice.

Word Sorts

This lesson addresses how-to steps for teaching students to sort decodable words in
categories. This brief activity helps call attention to word elements like speech sounds,
common phonic patterns, and word meanings (Moats & Tolman, 2019). Word sorts
develop students’ understanding of the predictable patterns in English words. By
examining word patterns, students build decoding and spelling skills.

Closed Sorts

In closed sorts, the teacher defines the
categories under which the words are to be

sorted, and students work to fit all words
into the specified categories.

Open Sorts

In open sorts, the teacher asks students to
discover ways to group the words without

specifying the categories, and students
organize the words based on the student-

derived categories.

Students can perform word sorts daily with a partner, in a small teacher-directed group, or as a
reading center activity. Read below to learn more about what you need to implement the activity in
your classroom.
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Define the Categories
Define the categories (e.g. vowel-controlled r patterns;
long e patterns: ea and ee), and tell students that they
will sort words according to the defined phonic patterns.

Word Sorts (Closed Sort)

What You Need

Steps to Implementation

Prepare Word Cards
Prepare word cards with target phoneme-grapheme
correspondences that have been previously introduced.

Model the Procedure
Model the sorting procedure with 1-2 word cards.

Students Sort the Words
Have students organize the remaining words into
specified categories.

Students Share-Out
Invite students to read the completed word lists under
each sort category. Point out how an awareness of word
patterns will help students in reading and spelling.

Word Cards: at least 10 word cards with targeted patterns. Optionally, include additional
word cards without the targeted patterns.

Category Cards: At least 2 pattern category cards

Blank Cards: Extra blank cards (optional)

Writing Space: Space to write the words in columns and/or sentences (optional)

burn bird

nurse stir

girlhurt

SORT THE WORDS

ur ir

SORT THE WORDS

ur ir

burn stir

SORT THE WORDS

ur ir

burn stir

nurse bird

girlhurt
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burn

nurse bird

er

nurse bird

Display the Word Cards
Have students chorally read the words to make sure they
know them.

Word Sorts (Open Sort)

What You Need

Steps to Implementation

Prepare Word Cards
Prepare word cards with target phoneme-grapheme
correspondences that have been previously introduced.
Include extra blank cards for students to write category
headings.

Group Students
Place students in pairs or small groups of 3-5 students to
work through the activity together.

Students Discuss Ways to Sort the Words
Have students organize the words into categories and
write the category headings on blank cards. If applicable,
have students identify "out of sorts" words that do not fit
the pattern categories.

Students Share-Out
Invite students to explain why they put words in certain
categories. You might ask, "What do you notice about
these words? Do you know other words with these
spellings?" Review the categories and the phonics rules
that accompany these patterns.

Word Cards: at least 10 word cards with targeted patterns. Optionally, include additional
word cards without the targeted patterns.

Category Cards: At least 2 pattern category cards

Blank Cards: Extra blank cards (optional)

Writing Space: Space to write the words in columns and/or sentences (optional)

bird

nurse stir

girlhurt

girl

ur

burn stir

hurt

ir

her

fern

girl

burn stir

hurt

her fern
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Word Sorts

Variations

Video Demonstration

On blank word cards, have students write down additional words that fit the pattern practiced
in the word sorts activity.
Instead of using word cards, have students write the display words in correct columns on a
writing surface.
Once the words have been sorted and reviewed, have students use the words in rich
sentences.
Focus on the meanings of the words after they have been sorted into categories. Choose a few
words worthy of explicit instruction and perform semantic maps.

Integrating Educational Technology
Setting up word sorts in a digital space like Jamboard will allow you to implement the word sort on
a large screen. Teaching online? No problem! You can implement this activity on Jamboard using
synchronous or asynchronous learning sessions.
Sample Word Sort Jamboard Frame: https://jamboard.google.com/d/1l-_pc9WLb-
Bx9tUef_jy8_Jnt6Fb03hDBWy7MTifHMs/copy

Institute of Education Sciences: Vowel Pattern Word Sort
https://youtu.be/aOi59bWZwvo

Reflection

How is the word sorts activity similar to or different from the way you teach students to
develop pattern recognition and rule learning? How can word sorts be incorporated into your
instruction?
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Word Building

What is this activity?
Word building is a phoneme-grapheme mapping
activity that is very hands-on and engaging. In this
activity, students identify phonemes of a word(s) they
hear and move grapheme tiles that correspond to the
phonemes. This activity helps students segment
phonemes, blend sounds, and build orthographic
knowledge. It also allows students to understand the
structure of English phoneme-grapheme
correspondences. For example, the activity can be set
up to help students notice that some graphemes like
ng and zz are used only at the ends of words. The
manipulative grapheme tiles used in word building can
make abstract concepts, such as sound segmentation
and blending, more concrete by showing how letters
come together to form words.

Word Building with Grapheme Tiles

Word building activities are another great way for students to explore and play with letter
sounds. They can help students learn to break words down into their individual phonemes
and anchor correspondence patterns in memory.

What You Need
Word List: A list of words that contain the phoneme-grapheme correspondences
previously taught

Grapheme Tiles: Printed or magnetic grapheme tiles

Handout: Optional - handouts to place tiles on

Whiteboard: Optional - small portable whiteboards for magnetic tiles
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Present a Word
Say a word on the word list. Segment its sounds while
counting the number of phonemes to indicate the number
of tiles needed.

Word Building

Steps to Implementation

Prepare Words and Tiles
Prepare words that contain target phoneme-grapheme
correspondences. Have tiles (magnetic or printed) ready
for yourself and students.

Build the Word with Tiles
Find the right grapheme tiles and model spelling the word
with the tiles.

Present the Next Word
Say another word and ask students to segment and blend
the phonemes.

Students Build the Word
Ask students to (1) move the tiles that represent the
phonemes and (2) segment and blend the phonemes
again. Provide affirmative and corrective feedback. 
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Word Building

Variations

Video Demonstration

Add nonsense words (with the same phoneme-grapheme correspondence) to the word list.  
After using grapheme tiles to build words for some time, have students write, instead of using
tiles, the words presented by the teacher. 
Pair students and give one student a short word list. Have the student read the words to their
partner while the partner use tiles to build the words. Students can take turns.

Integrating Educational Technology

Institute of Education Sciences: Word Building
https://youtu.be/4Tm2U2zOQ_M

Reflection

How did the teacher provide feedback to the students in the video? What did you notice
about the degree to which the students appeared engaged in the lesson?

Got a large touch screen? Setting up word building activities in a digital space like Jamboard will
allow you to implement the activity on a large screen or online. Watch this video to understand how
Jamboard can be used for word building activities. 

Teaching online? No problem! You can implement this activity on Jamboard in both synchronous
and asynchronous lessons. Check out a sample Word Building Jamboard Frame we created for you!
Sample Word Building Jamboard Frame:
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1gFcY6e36VHVS1wrUUrNeDSxQYODtkFvNEJQRbI7yGbA/copy
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Word Chaining

What is this activity?
This activity is all about building words from other
words using grapheme tiles. Note that word chains
involve a sequence of similar words that differ in only
one phoneme at a time. For example, a chain can
include bag – bug – mug – mud. This activity can begin
with the teacher dictating a word, followed by
students building the word with tiles. So a carefully
preplanned set of words is a must! A variation of this
is to have students experiment and figure out different
ways to change the word.

Because this activity requires blending skills and
automatic recall of letters, it should be used only when
students can blend and segment at least three sounds
and recall the letters used in the activity.

Word Chaining

This lesson addresses how-to steps for teaching students to build words from other words
through the activity called word chaining. Similar to the activity introduced in the previous
lesson, word chaining reinforces phoneme-grapheme correspondences that have been
taught and allows students to recognize subtle differences in similar-sounding words. It
also helps students notice common English spelling patterns. 

What You Need
Word List: A list of words that contain the phoneme-grapheme correspondences
previously taught

Grapheme Tiles: Printed or magnetic grapheme tiles

Handout: Optional - handouts for tile placement

Whiteboard: Optional - small portable whiteboards for magnetic tiles
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Present a Word and Build It with Tiles
Say a word on the word list. Demonstrate how to
segment and blend its sounds. Model spelling the word
with tiles.

Word Chaining

Steps to Implementation

Prepare Words and Tiles
Prepare words that contain target phoneme-grapheme
correspondences. Have tiles ready for yourself and
students. Order the words in a sequence, making only
one phoneme change at a time from word to word.

Present the Next Word and Change Out a Tile
Say another word that differs from the previous one by
only one phoneme. Build the new word by changing
out a grapheme tile.

Present a New Word for Students to Work With
Say a new word and ask students to segment and
blend the sounds.

Students Change a Tile to Make the New Word
Ask students to change out one grapheme tile to make
the new word. Repeat with other words on your word
list.
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Word Chaining

Variations and Extended Activities

Examples of Word Chains

After building words presented by the teacher for some time, have students experiment and
figure out different ways to change the word. Make sure to have enough tiles as students will
likely need multiple tiles of the same grapheme.
Add nonsense words (with the same phoneme-grapheme correspondence) to the word list. Be
sure to tell students when they are practicing with nonsense words.
Have students write the words presented by the teacher instead of using tiles. 
Pair students and give one student a short word list. Have the student read the words to their
partner while the partner use tiles to build the words. Students can take turns.

pan
pat 
past
last
fast
fist

pat
past 
last
fast
fist
mist

fan
fat
fit
fin
fun
sun

fat
fit
fin
fun
sun
stun

wish
fish
dish
dash
mash
slash

fish
dish
dash
mash
slash
slam

The words presented to students should align with your phonics scope and sequence,
progressing from CVC words like ‘fit’ and ‘lad’, to words with blends. This allows for targeted
practice of specific phonics skills.
Students who are just beginning to learn word chaining will find it easiest to practice
manipulating sounds in the initial position before moving to more complex (final and then
internal sounds). 
Having ready-made sequences, like these free word chaining sequences from Dyslexic Logic,
can help you present the sequences at a fast pace and control the difficulty level of sound
manipulations.
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Word Chaining

Video Demonstration

Integrating Educational Technology

Word Chaining with Letter Cards: The Science of Reading
https://youtu.be/mHIAVgdFQik

Reflection

Is word chaining a part of your phonics lessons? Think about ways to implement word
chaining and the variations described. Record your ideas.

Got a large touch screen? Setting up word chaining activities in a digital space like Jamboard will
allow you to implement the activity on a large screen or online. 

Teaching online? No problem! You can implement this activity on Jamboard in both synchronous
and asynchronous lessons. Check out a sample Word Chaining Jamboard Frame we created for
you! 

Sample Word Building Jamboard Frame:
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1ernvQyggnwo1ecD5lvGfq3jlCQPvtKc0b5xEHmPyPQ4/copy
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A high-quality reading program includes explicit instruction in both decoding (the process of reading
words) and encoding (the process of writing words). Teachers design activities that allow students to
practice patterns taught in the phonics lesson through writing and spelling. This lesson will describe
how to conduct dictation, a spelling and writing practice activity that connects spelling to phonics.

Before reading about dictation, it is essential to understand precisely how spelling fits into phonics
instruction and what good spelling teaching entails.

Spelling and Dictation

Connecting Spelling to Phonics

Spelling is a valuable component of a phonics lesson sequence. Instruction in spelling helps
young students produce the sounds and words introduced in the phonics lesson sequence.

Phonemic
Awareness

Phonics
Pattern

Writing & 

High-
frequency

Words

Reading
Connected

Texts

Review

Explicit Phonics
Lesson Sequence

Spelling
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At the very beginning of reading instruction, spelling activities should directly relate to the words
that students are learning in phonics lessons. The scope and sequence for explicit spelling
instruction should closely align with the phonics scope and sequence in K-1. By second grade,
reading and spelling expectations will start to diverge.

How does spelling fit into phonics instruction?

Like explicit instruction in decoding, spelling instruction and practice should also be explicit and
systematic and align with how the brain learns words. For example, teachers should emphasize
word structure and regular patterns of the language during teacher-directed lessons and guided
practice activities. Students should not be taught to memorize letters or the shapes of words (e.g.,
rainbow writing, word searches). Read below for more examples and nonexamples of explicit and
systematic spelling instruction:

What does effective spelling instruction entail?

The material follows a continuum from the easiest sound-spelling patterns to the most difficult in
systematic spelling instruction. Instruction builds on prior learning and is planned well before its
delivery.

What makes spelling instruction systematic?

In K-1, the spelling scope and sequence is not aligned with phonics instruction.
Spelling skills are introduced in mini-lessons in response to student errors.
Sounds and patterns featured in phonics lessons are not practiced in spelling.
Spelling lists are random.

How would I know if spelling instruction is NOT systematic?

Explicit spelling instruction involves direct explanation, modeling, and a high teacher/student
interaction level. The teacher’s language and actions are unambiguous, visible, and related to the
objective. This makes it clear what the students are to learn and do.

What makes spelling instruction explicit?

Students are assigned spelling lists and tested later in the week, with minimal teacher-led
instruction and practice of spelling the words.
The "I do, You do, We do" model is not evident in the lesson design.
Minimal review built into lessons.

How would I know if spelling instruction is NOT explicit?
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What is dictation?
Dictation is a spelling and writing activity that
connects spelling to phonics for novice spellers.
Students listen to words or sentences during dictation,
transcribe what they hear into writing, and receive
immediate feedback. Using a dictation routine is an
excellent way to ensure that your spelling instruction
is explicit and systematic. Dictation helps students
learn letter-sound relationships and spelling through
teacher-led instruction and guided practice.

Continue reading to learn more about what you need
to implement this activity in your classroom.

WWW . A L LOH I O L I T E R A C Y . O RG

Reflection

Think about your current spelling instruction. How do you coordinate spelling lessons with
phonics instruction? In what ways are your spelling lessons explicit and systematic? 
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It is time to wake up.

Jim came to the
lake on a bike.

came
wake
lake 

bike
time

Present the Words
Say the words to students, one at a time. Guide students
to segment the words sound by sound (use fingers to
tap out sounds). Have students say each sound as they
write their corresponding letter(s).

Dictation

What You Need

Steps to Implementation

Prepare Words and Sentences
Choose words containing target phoneme-grapheme
correspondences. Construct sentences with those words
and others that have been previously introduced. Using a
variety of old and new skills helps students retain previous
learning.

Dictate the Sentence
Say the sentence. Have students repeat it while making a
line for each word.

Students Write Words in the Sentence
Ask students to write the sentence. Remind students to
use correct capitalization and punctuation. Repeat this
process for each sentence.

Show a Correct Model Sentence
After students have finished spelling and writing, display
the answers for students to see on paper or the front
board. Invite students to self-correct their work.

3-5 Words: 3-5 words with targeted patterns from the phonics lesson.

Sentences: Short sentences that include words from the lesson word list as well as other
words that have been directly taught.

Writing Utensil: Pencil or dry-erase marker

Writing Space: Paper, dry-erase board, or another surface for the student to write words.

bike  

time  

lake

came  

wake  

1.  
2.  

4.  
5.  

3.  

It  is  time  to  wake  up.

It is time to wake up..
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Dictation

Variations
Invite students to read the words they just spelled to build fluency.
Use sound (Elkonin) boxes when guiding students in segmenting a word’s phonemes
and in determining the letter(s) needed for spelling each phoneme. After students
sound out the word and write the letters in the boxes, have students write a sentence
using that word. See the image below for an example of what this variation might look
like in the classroom.

drop

sled

grab

/d/ /r/ /o/ /p/

d r o p
/s/

s
/l/ /e/ /d/

l e d
/g/

g

Do not drop the cup. 1.  
2.  
3.  

The sled is red. 

Video Demonstration
Dictation Lesson
https://youtu.be/75Htll7jeuI

Reflection

How is the dictation routine exemplified in this video similar to or different from the way you
have students practice spelling? How can this routine be incorporated into your instruction?
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While day-to-day classroom instruction and practice applying phonics concepts
are critical in raising reading achievement, families remain central to students’
learning experiences and literacy development. Now that you read through the
information provided in this module, consider how you can involve families in the
instruction. See the Kindergarten Guide to Supporting Family Involvement for ideas
on how to keep students practicing important phonics concepts at home. Guides
are also available for First Grade, Second Grade, and Third Grade.

Strategies and Tips 
for Engaging Families

You’ve read about various guided and extended practice activities to increase students’ knowledge
and application of the phonics patterns introduced during explicit lessons. Techniques for practicing
phonic elements, such as word building, word chaining, and dictation, enhance students’ phonemic
awareness and build decoding and encoding skills. These techniques have another thing in common:
they encourage students to pay special attention to a word’s exact sequence of letters and how they
connect to sounds. This level of attention to a word’s internal structure helps it get stored in long-
term memory. After students have mastered many words (and committed them to long-term
memory), they will read with greater fluency and comprehension.

Some Final Thoughts on Phonics Practice
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You may have worked with students similar to those described in the vignettes. These students vary
widely in the amount of instruction and practice they need to become proficient decoders. Students
who cannot consistently demonstrate mastery of phonics skills may need more guided practice
opportunities until they can perform a skill independently with good accuracy. Students who quickly
show mastery of the phonics skillset introduced in a lesson can and should focus on other literacy
activities that provide opportunities for continued growth in reading development. 

Using Data to Plan for Meaningful Practice

Meeting Students Where They Are At

Students will vary widely in how easily they acquire fluent and automatic word recognition
skills. Some students require more phonics practice opportunities to commit words to
memory, while others pick up on reading seemingly quickly. It is important to use extended
instruction and flexible grouping to meet a range of learners where they are at in their
phonics learning.

Katie is first-grader who is working on blending consonant-vowel-consonant
words accurately and fluently. She receives extra reading interventions during
the school day.

Kristi is a first-grader who mastered basic phonics patterns quickly. She is
reading above grade-level books with good fluency and comprehension.

Jesse is a second-grade student who is meeting grade-level reading
expectations with support. It takes them a number of practice and review
opportunities to consistently and accurately apply new phonics concepts. 

Gavin entered kindergarten knowing how to read. During phonics lessons, his
teacher throws in interesting tidbits about word origins that Gavin finds
interesting and easily retains. He can apply new phonics concepts to reading
immediately after initial instruction.
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Continuous, formal, and informal data collection can help determine how well students have learned
decoding skills and which students require more guided practice opportunities and extended
instruction in the previously taught phonics content. Educators can routinely evaluate students’
knowledge of phonics elements using various informal and formal assessments.

How Do You Determine Who Needs More Practice?

Assessment Options

Daily checklists can help educators routinely track growth in skills taught through explicit phonics
lessons. Use this Daily Observation Checklist by Student Achievement Partners to monitor
students during practice activities and small group instruction. 

Daily Checklists

Another option is to administer a brief skills check to the entire class at periodic points during the
year to check the efficacy of phonics instruction and to gain an idea of phonics-learning needs
class-wide. The Cox Campus offers a Decoding Skills Quick Check. This assessment tool can help
gauge student performance on important subskills in reading.
https://learn.coxcampus.org/resource/phonics-decoding-inventory/

Quick Skills Check

You can administer unit tests or mastery assessments that align with your school's phonics
program and instructional scope and sequence. Unit tests can help determine if students have
mastered the phonics patterns introduced in your phonics lessons and practiced during the week. If
your curriculum does not offer this type of assessment, look for published or freely-accessible
phonics-based diagnostics or use a quick skills check assessment.

Unit Mastery Tests

Informal diagnostic assessments for phonics present lists of letters and words for a student to
identify or decode. Typically, these assessments are administered 3+ times a year to guide the
instruction of students who are not meeting important literacy benchmarks. Informal diagnostics
assess along the phonics continuum to observe what skills the student has mastered and what
areas to focus the explicit instruction. Some common informal diagnostics include Really Great
Reading's Complimentary Assessments and the CORE Phonics Survey by the Consortium on
Reading Excellence.

Informal Diagnostics 
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Reflection

How do you assess students’ mastery of phonics elements taught through the core
curriculum? What types of assessments do you use and how do you use that data to guide
instruction?

You can use assessment data to make adjustments to core instruction and fill missing gaps in phonic
knowledge. For example, if no more than half of a second-grade classroom of students have
mastered long vowel spellings on a unit mastery assessment, this might tell the teacher that
additional reteaching is needed. The teacher might reteach long vowel spellings to the whole class
and create guided and extended practice opportunities with words containing that specific phonic
element. However, suppose most students in the class show mastery on a unit test, and only a
handful of students have not yet mastered a particular phonic element. In that case, only a few
students need to be grouped for additional targeted practice and extended instruction.

The critical thing about skills-based grouping is to keep it flexible and driven by assessment data. As
students demonstrate mastery of target skills, the group composition should change, as should the
instructional focus. Read below for more critical ideas about using data from phonics assessment.

How should assessment data be used?
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Be wise in what assessments you administer (or choose not to administer) and make appropriate
instructional changes based on the data. Remember, the assessment itself does not change
outcomes; your instruction does. Learn more about using phonics assessment data here:
https://keyphonics.org/using-phonics-assessment-data-to-inform-instruction/?
utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=using-phonics-assessment-data-to-inform-
instruction

Don't just assess to assess

Many students will need targeted instruction and practice to close gaps in reading. Students who do
not respond to adjusted instruction at the core will require more individualized assessment and
instruction.

Some students need more practice

It is important not to wait to provide the most intensive supports to students who need them. Read
more about prevention here: https://www.aft.org/sites/default/files/periodicals/torgesen.pdf

Intervene before they fail
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Summing it Up

In Summary:

Explicit phonics instruction teaches common phoneme-grapheme relationships, including
sounds for common letter patterns. This module described how to introduce new patterns
and implement practice activities that engage students to apply phonics to read and spell
words. The best phonics activities can easily be adapted to the sounds or skills your
students are learning in reading lessons! Assessing student mastery of specific phonics
elements can help you evaluate your teaching and determine if additional instruction and
practice opportunities are needed.  

Reflection

Write down three important points from the module. Was there anything that you learned
that surprised you?
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Some Key Takeaways

Phonemic
Awareness

Phonics
Pattern

Writing & 

High-
frequency

Words

Reading
Connected

Texts

Review

Explicit Phonics
Lesson Sequence

Spelling

Explicit phonemic awareness instruction is one part of the explicit phonics lesson sequence. But
you’ll notice that a line connects all the aspects of an explicit phonics lesson sequence. Although
these don’t have to be in a certain order, all parts are connected. For example, if the phonics pattern
to be taught based on the scope and sequence is the long e sound with the spellings ee and ea, it is
helpful for the phonemic awareness warmup activities to bring in words with the long e sound. 

Phonemic Awareness

This module taught you how to introduce new phonics patterns and implement various practice
activities that help students apply the patterns to decoding and encoding. Students master phonics
patterns most quickly with frequent practice. We presented a number of "two thumbs up" phonics
practice activities that focus students' attention on the internal details of words (rather than the
visual shape of the word or the context in which the word appears). Having students analyze a
word's phonology, spelling patterns, and meaning can help them better recall the word!

Phonics Pattern

Spelling is an important part of the phonics lesson sequence. In K-1, the scope and sequence for
explicit spelling instruction should closely align with the phonics scope and sequence. Using dictation
routines can help you connect spelling to phonics. Dictation allows students to practice patterns
taught in the phonics lesson through writing and spelling.

Spelling

When choosing words for pracice, it is critical to choose words that can be read using the lesson's
new concept as well as the concepts taught in previous lessons. Practice with review words helps
students retain their learning.

Review
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Although this module’s primary focus was on using new phonic concepts to read words, it is just as
important to have students go further than examining single words by applying the learned skills in
decodable text. Regular practice reading words in both isolation and context is needed for students
to become accurate and fluent decoders! Subsequent modules in this series will delve into best
practices for using connected text within the phonics lesson sequence.
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KEY TERMS & DEFINITIONS
Alphabetic  Principle Understanding the
relationship between written letters and the
individual sounds in spoken words.

Advanced Phonics Strategies for decoding
multisyllabic words that emphasize morphology
and syllable patterns.

Blending Joining together the sound-spellings in
words.

Decodable Words Words that are phonetically
regular (examples: in, up, fast, stop).

Decoding Translating letters and printed words
into sounds and spoken words. 

Dyslexia Difficulty with word recognition and
spelling that originates from core problems in
phonological and/or orthographic processing.

Evidence-Based Programs, practices, strategies or
activities that have been evaluated and shown to
improve student outcomes. 

Encoding Translating sounds and spoken words
into letters and printed words.  

Explicit Stated clearly and directly, leaving no
room for confusion. When used in reference to
instruction, explicit means overtly teaching a new
skill or concept through clarity of language and
purpose, demonstrations and modeling, affirmative
and corrective feedback, and varied types of
practice.

Grapheme The written representation of a single
speech sound. 

High-frequency Word Words that appear often in
texts; words on the Dolch List and Fry Instant
Word list are considered high-frequency words.  

Irregular Words Words that are truly phonetically
irregular (examples: eye, who); words that are
“less regular” but still follow patterns with other
words (e.g., the spelling “ue” making the /ōō/
sound in words like blue, glue, clue, true); and
words in which the child has not yet learned the
advanced phonics pattern. 

Language Comprehension The ability to
understand spoken language.

Language Structures Language structures refer to
the rules for how language is formed. Language
structures include syntax (the rules governing the
formation of sentences) and semantics (the
meaning in language).

Letter-Sound Correspondence Matching sounds
to their corresponding letters or groups of letters.

Literacy The ability to read, write, and engage
with printed and written materials in everyday life.

Morphology The study of word parts that carry
meaning.

Orthographic Mapping The mental process
readers use to store words so they can
automatically recognize them at sight. It requires
advanced phonemic awareness and letter-sound
knowledge.

Phoneme A single speech sound

Phonemic Awareness Noticing that words are
made up of individual units of sound (phonemes)
and being able to think about and work with the
phonemes in spoken words. 

Phonics A method of teaching reading and
spelling that teaches the relationship between
sounds and the letters representing them. 
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Simple View of Reading A theoretical framework
that shows us that reading comprehension is the
product of two components- decoding and
language comprehension. If either component is
weak, reading comprehension is lessened.

Structured Literacy  An approach to reading
instruction that is characterized by the provision of
systematic, explicit instruction that integrates
listening, speaking, reading, and writing and
emphasizes the structure of language across the
speech sound system (phonology), the writing
system (orthography), the structure of sentences
(syntax), the meaningful parts of words
(morphology), the relationships among words
(semantics), and the organization of spoken and
written discourse.

Syntax The rules for how to arrange words and
phrases to create sentences in a language.

Systematic Instruction that is systematic
introduces new skills and concepts in a logical,
step-by-step, and preplanned sequence.

Verbal Reasoning The ability to access and apply
prior learning in solving language-related tasks.
Verbal reasoning includes inferencing (making
sense of information that is not explicit in the text)
and understanding figurative language.

Vocabulary The body of words known to a person.

Word Recognition The ability to transform print
into spoken language.

Phonics through Spelling Teaching students to
segment words into individual phonemes and to
make words by writing letters for phonemes.

Phonological Awareness The ability to recognize
and work with the units of spoken language,
including whole words, word parts, and
phonemes.

Print Awareness Knowledge of how to use a
book, including how to hold it, turn pages, show
pictures, and read text.

Reading Comprehension The ability to
comprehend written language.

Reading Fluency Reading with expression,
accuracy, and sufficient automaticity to support
comprehension of text.

Science of Reading A vast body of scientifically-
based research from relevant disciplines (such as
education, linguistics, psychology, neuroscience,
and more) that provides us with information
about how we learn to read and the best
evidence-based approach to literacy instruction
and assessment.

Segmenting Separating the sound-spellings in
words.

Sight Recognition Being able to read a word
instantly without needing to sound it out.
Research supports teaching sight word
recognition through orthographic mapping rather
through strategies focused on visual memory.

Sight Word Any word that is read instantly and
automatically, without any awareness.
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QUICK REFERENCE
SHEETS FOR

PHONICS PATTERN
PRACTICES
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Sound (Elkonin) Boxes
5-10 minutes

During this activity, a student listens to a word and
then moves a counter into a box for each phoneme
they hear. Then, the student blends the phonemes they
just segmented to say the word.

This activity helps students identify the individual
phonemes in each word and begin to understand the
structure of English phoneme-grapheme
correspondences.

word list

counters

sound box handout

laminated handout (optional)

Prepare a list of words that contain
the skills you are targeting. Have the
sound box handouts ready for
yourself and your students.
Say a word from the word list. Orally
segment the word into individual
phonemes, putting up one finger for
each phoneme in the word. 
Segment the word again, this time
placing a counter into each box as
you are saying each phoneme (one
counter represents one phoneme).
Blend the word back together by
sliding your finger under the boxes. 
Work with students to (1) orally
segment a word, putting up one
finger for each phoneme, (2)
segment the word again, placing
one counter in a box for each
phoneme, and (3) blend the word
back together while sliding their
finger under the boxes. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

WHAT YOU NEED

IMPLEMENTATION
STEPS

Start by practicing with additional words with two
or three phonemes. As students become more
proficient with segmenting, add words with four
and five phonemes. 
Instead of using chips or markers, students can also
use grapheme tiles or write the graphemes to the
corresponding phonemes. 

Variations

Sheep. Place one chip into a box for

each sound you hear in the word sheep.



Reading Words in Lists
5-10 minutes

Students practice reading lists of words containing the
phoneme-grapheme correspondences that have been
taught. Reading lists of words is not a skill and drill or
whole-word memorization activity. When presented
with lists of words, students should be prepared to
look at the sequence of letters with each word,
translate them into the phonemes they represent, and
then blend the words to pronounce each whole word.
Reading words out of context in this manner
reinforces the good habit of using decoding skills, and
helps students become strong readers. 

Students can read word lists independently, chorally,
or with a partner. 

word list 

copies of word lists 

Identify 15-30 words that contain
the target phonics patterns
previously introduced. Include some
review words to check the retention
of learned words.
Use the pre-selected words to
prepare lines of words that progress
from easy to challenging. Distribute
copies to students.
Point to and model blending the first
couple of words on the word list
prepared. 
Have students blend the remaining
words chorally, individually, or with a
partner.
Provide immediate corrective
feedback for any errors or confusion.
Do not let students practice errors.
Focus on the words' meaning during
practice. For example, the teacher
might ask: "Which word means....?"
or "Who can find a word that has
something to do with....?"

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

WHAT YOU NEED

IMPLEMENTATION
STEPS

Circle, underline or highlight the target phoneme-
grapheme correspondence in each word before
having students read the words.

Variations



Word Sorts 15 minutes

In this activity, students categorize or group words based
on common sound and phonic patterns. There are
different ways to go about sorting the words.

In closed sorts, the teacher defines the categories under
which the words are to be sorted, and students work to
fit all words into the specified categories.

In open sorts, the teacher asks students to discover ways
to group the words without specifying the categories,
and students organize the words based on the student-
derived categories.

word cards

category cards

blank cards (optional)

writing space (optional)

Prepare word cards with target phoneme-
grapheme correspondences that have been
previously introduced. 
Define the categories (e.g. vowel-controlled r
patterns; long e patterns: ea and ee), and tell
students that they will sort words according
to the defined phonic patterns.
Model the sorting procedure with 1-2 words
Have students organize the remaining words
into specified categories.
Invite students to read the completed word
lists under each sort category. Point out how
an awareness of word patterns will help
students in reading and spelling.

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

WHAT YOU NEED

 IMPLEMENTATION STEPS

On blank word cards, have students write down
additional words that fit the pattern practiced in the
word sorts activity.
Instead of using word cards, have students write
the display words in correct columns on a writing
surface.
Once the words have been sorted and reviewed,
have students use the words in rich sentences.
Focus on the meanings of the words after they
have been sorted into categories. Choose a few
words worthy of explicit instruction and do
semantic maps.

Variations

Closed Sort

Prepare word cards with target letter-sound
correspondences that have been previously
introduced. Include extra blank cards for
students to write category headings.
Have students chorally read the words to
make sure they know them.
Place students in pairs or small groups to
work through the activity together.
Have students organize the words into
categories and write the category headings
on blank cards. If applicable, have students
identify "out of sorts" words that do not fit
the pattern categories.
Invite students to explain why they put words
in certain categories. You might ask, "What
do notice about these words? Do you know
other words with these spellings?" Review
the categories and the phonics rules that
accompany these patterns.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Open Sort

https://www.readingrockets.org/article/connecting-word-meanings-through-semantic-mapping#:~:text=Semantic%20maps%20(or%20graphic%20organizers)%20are%20maps%20or%20webs%20of,of%20related%20words%20or%20concepts.


This activity is all about building words from other
words using grapheme tiles. Word chains involve a
sequence of similar words that differ in only one
phoneme at a time. For example, a chain can include
bag – bug – mug – mud.  Word chaining begins with the
teacher dictating a word, followed by students building
the word with tiles.

Word Chaining
10-15 minutes

word list

grapheme tiles

Prepare words that contain target
phoneme-grapheme
correspondences. Have tiles ready
for yourself and your students. Order
the words in a sequence, making
only one phoneme change at a time
from word to word.
Say a word on the word list.
Demonstrate how to segment and
blend its sounds. Model spelling the
word with tiles.
Say another word that differs from
the previous one by only one
phoneme. Build the new word by
changing out a grapheme tile.
Say a new word and ask students to
segment and blend the sounds.
Ask students to change out one
grapheme tile to make the new word.
Repeat with other words on your
word list.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

WHAT YOU NEED

IMPLEMENTATION
STEPS

Have students experiment and figure out different
ways to change the word. 
Add nonsense words (with the same phoneme-
grapheme correspondence). Tell students when they
are practicing with nonsense words.
Have students write the words presented by the
teacher instead of using tiles. 
Pair students and give one student a short word list.
Have the student read the words to their partner
while the partner use tiles to build the words.
Students can take turns.

Variations



Dictation
5-15 minutes

Dictation is a spelling and writing activity that
connects spelling to phonics for novice spellers.
Students listen to words or sentences during
dictation, transcribe what they hear into writing,
and receive immediate feedback. Dictation helps
students learn letter-sound relationships and
spelling through teacher-led instruction and guided
practice.

3-5 words

short sentences

writing utensils

writing space

Choose words containing target
phoneme-grapheme correspondences.
Construct sentences with those words
and others that have been previously
introduced. Using a variety of old and
new skills helps students retain
previous learning.
Say the words to students, one at a
time. Guide students to segment the
words sound by sound (use fingers to
tap out sounds). Have students say
each sound as they write their
corresponding letter/s.
Say the sentence. Have students
repeat it while making a line for each
word.
Ask students to write the sentence.
Remind students to use correct
capitalization and punctuation. Repeat
this process for each sentence.
After students have finished spelling
and writing, display the answers for
students to see on paper or the front
board. Invite students to self-correct
their work.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

WHAT YOU NEED

IMPLEMENTATION
STEPS

Invite students to read the words they just
spelled during the dictation routine to build
fluency.
Use sound (Elkonin) boxes when guiding
students in segmenting a word’s
phonemes and determining the letter/s
needed to spell each phoneme. 
Have students write rich sentences using
words spelled through dictation. 

Variations

bike  

time  

lake

came  

wake  

1.  
2.  

4.  
5.  

3.  
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